2002 ktm 640

Make KTM. Let the adventure spirit begin, I am second owner of this nice machine, has 10,
miles, very good condition, original papers and manual in hand, powerful, cruise in highway 90
miles per hour, take trails, wheels are in perfect balance, go off road and go home highway
speed, no problems New oil changes, maintenance in check, plated with insurance, title in hand,
my name my address New tires: Dunlop in rear Ready to go! I am picking up job overseas and
unfortunately can not keep it Cee Bailey Windsheild, Rezanco seat. Model Adventure Selling my
LC4 Adventure, Clean and clear title in my name. I've had this a little over a year and it looks a
lot better now than when I got it. Fresh KTM factory decals. Kouba lowering link have original
link to return to stock height 12V charging ports Heated Grips Kick starter as well as electric
start Good tires, everything works. New Cycra high end brush gaurds Parts book and owner
manual comes with it KTM factory motorcycle cover The bad: Drips oil, not sure where. I've
replaced a few seals and gaskets but haven't found it yet. Tank had a crack but has been
professionally repaired. This is a monster off road but the standard thumper vibration is there,
this is the main complaint of these if you look online. Starter bearing is going out but I have it.
Ridiculous offers will be ignored, No tire kickers, lowballers. Absolutely NO test rides without
full cash in hand and Motorcycle Endorsement and proof of insurance. Model LC4 Didn't want to
mislead anyone. Basically the same thing but that model was not listed while categorizing the
bike For sale LC4. Street tires, gear ratio for highway. Never used as a dirt bike. Installed heated
grips. Hippo hands mitts and XL Shoei helmet and owners manual included. Oil has always
been changed ever 3k miles. Despite the high miles, it does not use any oil and run perfectly.
Cash buyer only. Awaiting duplicate title from BMV. South of Indianapolis 25 miles. I can text
whomever photos. I've tried to upload pics and nothing happening. Model Adventure. Excellent
bike, kept in top condition with all the extras including dual radiator fans with electronic control,
billet pegs, steering damper, FMF pipe and silencer, LED lights and blinkers, upgraded front
fork with larger brake disc, Renthal bars, and more. I have everything for the next service
including oil and filters. Model Duke 2 Black on black Duke II approx 11, miles on the clock. New
tires, new battery. I love this bike, I sold motorcycles for 6 years and of everything I rode, sold,
test drove this was the most fun Bike was dyno'ed and put out a nice flat torque curve and
topped out at 55 HP. Always parked indoors. Runs good. Local pickup only. Contact me too see
the bike. Make Victory. Make Indian. Built to go your own way, this hard-bagger rides a lane
apart. A rolling testament to American ingenuity. The first faired, hard bagger Indian motorcycle
is a stunning bike. Cruise around town. Roar down the freeway with the music blasting. Take a
long trip across state lines. Then put down the side stand, take a step back and look at one of
the most striking motorcycles ever made. Outstanding condition and low miles for this
Akrapovic exhaust equipped bargain, 5, original miles. The latest Duke, the , was launched in It
has an uprated cc version of the old four-valve engine, with more torque. WP upside-down forks
and WP monoshock provide excellent handling. A massive mm The outrageous nosecone is
also still there, with a twin headlight design, and sweeping fuel tank. On the road, the Duke
excels in tight, twisty city streets or mountain passes, where its quick steering, long travel
suspension and amazing brakes all work superbly. B, San Diego, CA , ,. Model Enduro. Recently
serviced with new Pirelli MT 21 tires. Power Parts skid plate and luggage rack with Touratech
expandable bag. Operators manual along with service and parts manual included. I bought this
last Fall to give me something to do over the long winter we had here in PA. The bike has miles,
though that may increase some. Over the winter I rebuilt the water pump, replaced coolant
hoses that needed replaced. Cleaned up the wiring a bit. Checked the valve clearance and made
sure it is spot on. I checked over cam bearing and rocker bearings, all good. I resealed the
rocker cover the was leaking at time of purchase. Replaced leaking exhaust seals. Completed
full oil change, including changing both filters and engine oil as well as frame oil. I also replaced
a few other bits and pieces that needed replacing. I also have another air filter, but the one in
the bike appears good condition, so the new filter comes with the bike. Also included is several
extra plastic parts, stock tail rack, stock hand guards, set of brake pads and counter sprocket,
second tail plastic, and a complete set of manuals. The bike has installed Oxford heated grips,
wired on a relay incase you forget to turn them off, Acerbis hand guards with 2 sets of plastic
shields, and a Pro Moto Billet rack. The bike runs great! Starts with ease and is fun to ride. This
bike has electric start as well as kick start. Bike is located PA, south central area. Feel free to
contact me with any other questions or photo requests. Color: Original Black. Garaged with
only miles, yes only miles! I purchased this bike over 10 years ago with already very low miles
and was only able to ride it just over miles since I own other bikes. In Thousand Oaks Ca.
Serious buyers please contact me for more info or more photos. Ridgefield, WA. Fort Rice, ND.
Eaton, NH. Ravenscroft, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Rock Springs, WY. Alert
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descriptions below. Before you throw your old spark plug in the bin, check them to get an
understanding of how well your engine is running. If the plug is brown or light grey your can
assume your engine is in good condition and the spark plug is functioning well. Even when a
plug is in good condition small deposits will accumulate. This is normal. There are many
different causes of spark plug fouling. A heavy accumulation of carbon on the nose can cause a
leakage path to earth. This can cause misfires and poor engine starting. If the engine is running
dangerously lean the whole plug tip will be grey or white. If the temperature is over degrees,
pre-ignition may occur. Engine power will be reduced and you risk piston damage. Causes:
Insufficient cooling, blocked injectors, too lean a fuel mixture, ignition timing too far advanced,
excessive combustion chamber deposits. A regular spark plug uses a copper central electrode
whereas an iridium spark plug uses, you guessed it, iridium. The metal in a spark plug has a
single purpose: to channel the electrical energy through the spark plug. A typical copper spark
plug will last around 20, miles and most get changed at a major service usually around 16, miles
but an iridium spark plug will be good for around 50, miles and you do see people running them
to , miles with no issues. Copper is generally seen as being the best metal to use in terms of
conductivity but iridium plugs are seen as premium as they last longer than standard plugs and
can be built with smaller tolerances. Iridium spark plugs also have lower voltage requirements,
meaning they perform better when starting and idling and some manufacturers also claim they
offer a better throttle response. Most of mine are from the Halfords Advanced range formerly
called Professional. Here are the essentials you need for smooth re-plugging:. This may sound
simple but often the manual offers up some time-saving tips for your particular model. A decent
tool kit will have them. Motorcycle spark plug socket sizes are usually 16mm, 18mm or Whereas
the threads are usually 10mm, 12mm or 14mm. When it comes to motorcycles, access is usually
tricky, so my tip is to buy a magnetic spark plug socket like this one. Again, a decent toolset will
have one. A spark plug gap gauge This nifty little tool only costs a few quid and will help you
set the correct gap for your spark plug. Too loose and you risk an electrical short. What are the
common motorcycle spark plug sizes? Thread diameters of 10mm, 12mm, and 14mm are the
most common. In fact, when it comes to motorcycles, it's rare to find any other sizes in use.
How long should a spark plug last? Motorcycle spark plugs usually last around 16, miles, or at
least this is when most manufacturer service schedules recommend you change them. That's
typically once every other major service. However if you use Iridium spark plugs they will last a
lot longer, usually well over 30, miles. How do you clean motorcycle spark plugs? Just remove
the plug and use a wire brush to gently brush off any deposits on the electrode. Don't use a
power tool, by hand is all that's required. Over 7, bikers are in the club. No Spam. See our
privacy policy. Please log in again. The login page will open in a new tab. After logging in you
can close it and return to this page. Table of Contents. LMAR7A9 0. Normal condition If the plug
is brown or light grey your can assume your engine is in good condition and the spark plug is
functioning well. Rich There are many different causes of spark plug fouling. Causes:
Insufficient cooling, blocked injectors, too lean a fuel mixture Very Lean If the engine is running
dangerously lean the whole plug tip will be grey or white. Install each spark plug by hand until
you have wound the thread a couple of turns. This reduces the chances of you cross-threading
the plug. Over-tightening can snap the spark plug â€” a nightmare. Inspect your spark plug
caps and replace if required. Iridium Spark Plug vs Standard A regular spark plug uses a copper
central electrode whereas an iridium spark plug uses, you guessed it, iridium. Make your best
biking year! Join the club. Close dialog. Session expired Please log in again. This site uses
cookies: Find out more. Okay, thank you. It sits on the civilized side of the LC4 family,
benefiting from an anti-vibe damper, and an electric start to complement the kicker. The
fully-adjustable WP suspension and four-piston Brembo brakes mean confident stopping is just
a two-finger tug away. Unlike the spunkier SMC range, which flat-slide carbs, the gets a 40mm
CV item for a more user-friendly response, especially around town. Change the oil, too â€” that
takes about another 20 minutes, but those chores will keep the motor perkier for much longer.
Adjusting the valve clearances is easy thanks to a simple screw and nut arrangement. Keep the
away from salted roads â€” or else it corrodes like hell. Supermotos are a poor monetary
investment. Find a KTM Supermoto for sale. Apart from top names like Brembo and WP which
adorn the stock machine the aftermarket offers a virtually unlimited opportunity to screw every
last ounce of power from your KTM LC4 Supermoto. A rear wheel dyno figure of 60bhp is well
within reach. Huge fun. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike
below. Never really ringing the throttle as you like your licence too much. Polishing your cruiser
for longer than you rode it. Too much hassle to warm up for a little trip down the road or nipping
your mates. Use it , abuse it , service it. Unless you want to go touring of course , then you
definitely want something else! Fully adjustable ride that sticks like glue and loves a bit of clear

twisty back road or a dual carriageway to open up without losing your licence. Flexible grunty
growling animal to rev around on happily. Quirky single oil in frame service but fine when you
get the hang hang of it. Carb bit of a pita. Pays to keep things clean and self service annually
simple enough task. Could do with a bigger tank but Numb arse will ensure a stop for fuel
before you run out. You want a screen buy something with a screen. Only thing would be handy
is capacity to carry something somewhere as hate backpacks but a tank bag can be modified
when needed. I have wanted one of these for a couple of years now, and now that I finally got
one I have to say I am not in the least bit disappointed. Incredible road holding, top gear roll on
from 60 to 90 is a rush of grunt that bikes 3 times the cost would be proud of. Keep it serviced
with fresh oil and filters, wash it like its your baby and it repays you with grin factor a-plenty.
The seat is a razor blade, but a comfort version is available for peanuts, as is the rest of the
parts and accessories for these bikes, so turning it into a comfortable mode of transport is
easy. Think of it as a bare bones, no un-nessessary clutter of a bike and enjoy biking at its most
primal. I bought the LC4 from Premier in Didcot, aftern a road test i had to have it. The bike is a
HOOT. Everything as said in this review. My machine has the aftermarket Akropovic titaniums
and airbox mod, jetted to suit. The only real negatives I would say about this bike are that the
seat is rock hard, really sore ass after a day out and only ish miles. Fuel tank is tiny, miles to
reserve, and the rideability around town is terrible sub 20mph in your typical urban traffic, very
jerky, hard to be smooth. Aside from these gripes the handling and performance is just
breathtaking to be honest, my last bike was a FZR however :D. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for
sale For sale. View 13 images. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Model history Model
released. Engine 5 out of 5 Flexible grunty growling animal to rev around on happily. Value vs
rivals 5 out of 5 Pays to keep things clean and self service annually simple enough task. Engine
5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment
3 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Engine 1 out of 5. Value vs rivals 1 out of 5. Equipment 2 out of 5.
Tall Summary of owners' reviews. The KTM Adventure is very vibey, even for a single. However,
if you can ignore those whopping shortcomings the handling is extremely good thanks to the
sophisticated WP shock and forks, with excellent braking courtesy of two mm discs up front.
But some pre Adventures suffered from main bearing failure, which comprehensively lunched
the whole plot. KTM enjoys a reputation as a manufacturer of high-quality kit, but the Adventure
is a bit of a rogue in many ways. Keep it well away from winter salt. Comes with cc LCD motor
and weighs kg. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below.
Very typical of a lot of european machines in that once you've spent some time with it you're
likely to fall in love with it. This is not a trail bike but an off machine thats been made more
civilised slightly. Its worth mentioning that there are essentially 4 variants of this bike which are
markedly different albeit technically more than cosmetically. The original '97 version which had
a low mounted twin silencer exhaust and came in orange. In '98 the bike turned blue and
reverted to the same high level single can exhaust that the other lc4 models used which is why
it also got several kilos lighter. The engine changed to the cc '' unit and ktm started to use the
mikuni cv carb instead of the Del Orto. The forks changed from the plush but weighty 50mm
extreme units to the upside down forks which were also shorter and allowed the seat height to
be slightly less daunting. In the engine was upgraded to the "High Flow" unit which was the last
incarnation of the old lc4. My preference has always been for the earlier models which i felt had
the best ride and handling. I've ridden tremendous distances and didn't find the ktm to be a
hardship except possibly in extreme heat when the heat of the motor in slow going could leave
your nether regions poached. I love these engines, they can be put into a variety of tuning
states, from harsh and aggressive to smooth and torquey. I personally know of a number of
these engines which have been literally round the world without drama. Fortunately these bikes
were built in such a way that working on them is easy. I say fortunately because they are
maintenance sensitive, that is to say that they must be serviced on schedule and correctly. If
you do this you'll avoid costly dramas if you don't, well i'm sure you can guess. I must point out
that the editorial is wrong!! Engine issues affected pre '03 engines not pre '04 and the issue in
question was not with the main bearings but with the mainshaft bearing in the gearbox. This is
not a huge deal to check or change. Other issues are things like cam follower roller failure water
pump failure on higher mileage engines, IMO digital speedo failures later models use a different
unit and minor electrical gremlins. Ktm parts can vary without any obvious logic. Some items
which you would think would be expensive turn out to be low cost and vice versa. Out of the
box the bike is capable of doing exactly what it says on the tin! Again i know of a y2k model
which was shipped to a customer in dubai removed from its factory packing case and entered
into the UAE desert challenge and finished without incident. Buying experience: Over the years
I've owned several. Prices are now climbing as these are becoming sought after. A fantastic
machine, unique in the motorcycling world, it is a factory-built basic Rallye bike. If you didn't

get a factory allocation for the Dakar and lets face it, who did? Unlike competitor efforts, this
bike has it all fully integrated from the factory. Need to add a GPS? The power plug and wiring
are already there. Need to power your roadbook and drive it? No worries, the plug is already
there and the switches are cheaply purchased from KTM. Need more fuel range? Expecting crap
quality low-octane fuel? The Kokusan ignition already has the low-octane switch built-in. These
things are the business. Like a GP bike, the harder you ride it the better it handles. The ergos
need setting up for the individual, I use Pivot Pegz and bar risers for instance, plus a steering
damper, and the suspension has been re-sprung and re-valved for my weight and riding style. It
is an all-day bike that rewards standing and using the throttle and footpegs to control it in the
deeper sand. Stonking power for a single. Where my XRR is running out of steam and just
making noise, this bike is pulling really strongly and just coming into the real power band,
where it feels like a 2-stroke hit. A single shouldn't go this hard, but it does. The other one is not
tuned so well but it still hauls arse. Exceptionally robust, very long life, and high-performance
too - you aren't supposed to have it all, but these 4th gen LC4 motors deliver in bucketloads.
Quality components all-round, Magura hydraulic clutch, Brembo brakes, and the fantastic WP
suspension, there's really nothing I have been abvle to fault on this bike. Or the other identical
one I own. Yes, I bought another one they are that good It shits on the expensive crud. These
things love it. What a front end. The rear shock is also a top-spec unit. Magura hyrdaulic clutch.
Brembo brakes Everything is quality - all of it. Buying experience: Bought as the 3rd owner, not
applicable. Its great features are: Light weight and can pick it up without help. Excellent fuel
range. Adequate power especially on dirt yet cruses at legal speeds on the road. Worst features
are few but the engine is noisy because of the single skin engine pipes. I have to check for oil
weeps around the filters and pipe unions. Cost of spare parts is higher than the Japanese
equivalent. With a suspension upgrade the overall ride is good but it's a no-no for pillions. The
passenger on back gets heaps of "buzz" through the bum. One trick is I filled the handlebars
with silicone. It greatly improved the hand vibe feel for the rider. The engine for capacity has
heaps of power on dirt and that's where it excells yet it cruises on road at kmh easily. Below
rpm it's piggy in technical stuff and clutch feathering is needed. Never let me down and
probably saved my life whilst overtaking a road train in northern Australia. I got it really crossed
up cutting back in front of a Road train on a single track dirt road. Thanks to the suspension its
controllable nature plus good luck I survived. I have enjoyed the 14 years owning and riding it
with more to come. Balanced ride feel. Quality components. Buying experience: Purchased new
from dealer in Myself and 3 other guys purchased Adventures and love them. Mine has over 25,
hard miles on the clock. For a bike that weighs pounds and carries 7. Great flawless engine,
great suspension and brakes. What vibration? I'll keep this bike until KTM makes a viable
replacement. Firstly let me get something off my chest Better off with the F? Are you serious or
delirious? Check the action pictures in each review before you disagree! So it really depends on
your intended usage. For the record: twice, a good few years apart, I test rode different
generation Fs but with much deliberation I bought something lighter, cheaper and more dirt
capable. The vibes are nowhere near as bad as you report, but some are worse than others.
Mine's somewhere in the middle but that doesn't stop me doing km days. That cost the engine
one star rating. Ride and handling with the correct springs is sublime for something so
versatile. Braking was and is excellent without the overkill second disc added in ; in fact the
inertia from that disc noticeably slows the bike's flickability so just get rid of it. The screen I
think is a beaut! It's no full-monty tourer but then it's not supposed to be. It does a heck of a lot
of work keeping wind pressure and weather off you at all speeds. Try standing up on the pegs
above 80 mph if you really think the screen is useless, I guarantee you'll change your mind.
Mine has had a few minor mechanical niggles all well-enough known to be sorted with help from
the interweb but no show-stoppers. It'd have to be perfect to get 5 stars. But the Adventure
comes fitted standard with large tank, fairing, decent headlights, comfort seat, hand guards,
bash plate, rear rack and power socket. All of which has been useful and faultless, so 5 stars for
equipment. I don't know of any other bike that has all those as standard equipment. Overall, 5
stars. This bike is incredibly fit for purpose. Mine gets used for everything from long-distance
touring to off-road racing. A couple of years ago I looked hard at replacing it, but found there is
no single bike on the market today that will match it. Clue is in the title. Use this on a trip and
you will fall in love with the damn thing. I have crossed 2 continents and a number of countries
with mine. Its fantastic 1 up with luggage etc. Really good. Takes a while to service but I bodged
it in Egypt and still did miles off road before the next oil change and it was fine. For around
town, its loud and visible. That's a good thing. I'm 5'11 and only just tall enough for it though.
The vibes are not that bad, though its not as easy to ride as a CB Its very vibey and not the
smoothest. Anyway, recommended. Buy one, get some panniers on it and ride to Cape Town.
Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 13 images. Warranty term

Two year unlimited mileage. Model history Concept introduced as the Adventure. Other
versions None. Engine 5 out of 5 I love these engines, they can be put into a variety of tuning
states, from harsh and aggressive to smooth and torquey. Equipment 5 out of 5 Out of the box
the bike is capable of doing exactly what it says on the tin! Engine 5 out of 5 Stonking power for
a single. The underrated adventure bike 24 March by Frank Guernier. Engine 4 out of 5 The
engine for capacity has heaps of power on dirt and that's where it excells yet it cruises on road
at kmh easily. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5 litre fuel tank. Engine 5 out of 5.
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. KTM
Adventure motorcycle review - Riding. Tall Summary of owners' reviews. Discussion in '
Thumpers ' started by Travop , Apr 26, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. KTM Adventure: Is it any
good? Travop , Apr 26, Joined: Apr 23, Oddometer: 52 Location: Brisvegas. I'm thinking about
buying one of these. I've read two reviews that say it's ultra reliable and awesome, has anyone
owned one of these and had any major issues with it? Pete , Apr 26, Joined: Nov 23,
Oddometer: 2, Location: Earth. Yes they are very good - but you should post over in thumpers KTM twins here Groundhog , Apr 26, I sold one when I bought my Great machine. I moved to the
only because at highway speed the got a little buzzy. As I started extending that 50 miles I
decided on the I like the way better in the dirt. The way better long distance. Wouldn't really
want to do that on the When I was younger I wouldn't have thought twice about it. Joined: Oct
27, Oddometer: 11, Location: Blighty. Just finished a ride from Key West to Austin on my A. It
was a great ride. The LC4 can run at rpm all day long. It's buzzy, but you get used to that. I love
my I came from an GS and haven't looked back. ADV Sponsors. I've had mine for a little over a
year now and can't think of a better machine as far as balance of off-road and on-road
capability. I've logged plenty of off-road miles loaded and unloaded and it is a blast to ride when
you hit dirt. The road miles aren't so bad, but if that is what you prefer, you might want to look
for a A. It's a fair bit heavier, but plenty of power, very capable off-road in the right hands and
can log miles for days on the tarmac. The stock setup is a little soft and over damped. Oh and
don't worry about the vibrations, they really aren't that bad and seem to go away with the twist
of a throttle! Joined: May 24, Oddometer: I owned a adventure. It was painful on pavement even
with a modified gel seat , an absolute dream on dirt and gravel where the rough roads negated
the vibration pain , built for tall folks with more than a 34 inseam , other than a luggage system
this bike has all the dual sport requirements but is not exactly simple to maintain. It seems to be
easy to get one of these with low miles because of some of these negatives. There was a range
of years there where the main bearing was an issue I think. I think they are a brilliant all round
bike, but many people would disagree. To me, tar is just for transport sections or when I have to
get some where quick, so I value off road performance over pleasant highway manners. And
besides, you can ride anything on tar. Tar is boring anyway. I don't see the maintenance as
being difficult, but yet again, I value performance over an extra 15 minutes a month on an oil
change. I have done less work on my , than I had on my old DR at K, it is off the road now
waiting for a new piston, clutch bearing and top end rebuild, just because I think the old girl
deserves it, not because she needs it yet. Mine vibes so much that it will move around if it is on
the centre stand and is revved, but I have never noticed the vibrations on the dirt. I have heard a
lot of complaints about the seat on the early ones mine is an 02 , but I thought it was a bit to
wide and soft so now it has a 92 enduro seat with 01 SX foam in it so I can move around easier
on it, but I value freedom of movement over having a nice comfortable seat to sit on for hours
on end. And I am a firm believer in training your but to shut up and deal with it I couldn't think of
a way to say that any other way with out it sounding gay. But a lot of people can and do find
these characteristics hard to live with, and they are much happier with a much broader focused
bike like a DR or KLR, and then personalising it to what they want. It is a much better way to go
for some people. I have owned an old DR, and could never go back I was trying to make it a
anyway. Depending on your needs the a can be very hard to live with, or an absolute joy to own,
or somewhere in between. So in summery, great bike for dirt, and looking good, but not for
everyone. And you are the only person who can say if you are the right type of person to live
with one. Oh and you don't need to be tall, there a dirt bike for Christ sake, you don't need to put
both feet flat on the ground at the same time, and I value long travel suspension over being able
to place both my feet flat on the ground when I am on a firm flat surface That and I am 5,10 with
short legs, so there aren't to many dirt bikes I could do that on anyway. Joined: Jan 11,
Oddometer: 1, It's a shame they don't make them any more. The is an awesome machine, but
isn't in the same class as the Adventure. IMHO, the bike is indeed a compromise. When I'm on
the highway, I wish for a larger bike. When I'm off road, I wish for a smaller one. Dave KLR , Apr
27, I have a adventure it is my second. I love the bikes, the looks, the performance and quality
all make up for its downsides in my book! Grab one if you can and have fun! Pcq , Apr 27,
Joined: Apr 25, Oddometer: Great bike Highway is the weakest point, but you know what I now

just look for backroads all the time!! Just a great package ha, he said package..! All mechanical,
no electronics but you have an elec start! For someone who wants only one bike and good
enough for serious offroad, I think theres nothing better. For anything better offroad youd have
to forget daily commutes and city use or look into a trailer You wont regret it!! AirborneAdv14
and Bentley like this. Marquette, MI. I love the bike!!!! It is just so versatile I had a DRZs before,
and while it was good in the woods, it lacked power and was not very comfortable on the
pavement. Plus it was a bit small. The KTM is just as good in the woods It is a large bike, but fits
me perfect. It vibes a bit, but only at certain rpm's, but that is a negligible complaint compared
to all of the positives. I have ridden mine for 3 years now, with zero issues. Oil changes are a bit
more involved, but not a big deal. I've also got a Renazco Racing seat in suede The Adventure is
an awesome bike. I few blokes I ride with have one. And if i wasn't 5'4" i'd have one as well.
Blinkerfluid , Apr 27, TheVikingRider , Apr 27, Blinkerfluid , Apr 28, Those are Dunlop 's, I had
them on my too.. My came with MT21's though, and I think I actually like them more. Just my
opinion though, either tire is probably fine. Joined: Apr 17, Oddometer: Yea, I think it still had
about 6. She had the suspension lowered 3" I think Maybe 4", but for some reason I don't think
it was actually lowered that much , resprung and revalved for her weight and riding style.. The
bike performed very well offroad, especially in rocky sections. Practically no deflection on
baby-head rocks, the bike would just roll over them.. Here are a couple short clips of her riding
it: Well I was trying to embed those, but it's not working for me for some reason.. I'll try to fix it
later, for now you can just click on the pictures if you want to watch the videos. You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by demononthebrakes , May 25, Log in or Join.
Adventure Rider. Yes I found the longevity thread in the LC4 thread link but I was hoping to get
a little more specific. I would like to see the following information from LC4 owners past or
present. Bike: 2. Year: 3. Bought used or new: 4. Current mileage: 5. Modifications done: 6.
Mechanical work done: 7. Upgrades done: 8. Current tires on the bike: 9. Percentage of road
versus dirt use: Would you buy another one? Did you replace the main shaft bearing if
applicable : Pic of the bike if available: Mine: 1. Used 4. Charcoal canister removal 6. Swingarm
bolt sheered off in the bottom insert nut. Couldnt get it extracted so I had to tear it all down and
drill out the nut and bolt piece. Pressed in a 8mm metric nut and put it all back together with a
new nut. Aluminum skidplate 8. Pirelli Scorpion AT's 9. I think so, ask me in another 10, miles
No, still unsure if I will. See below Thanks for the input folks! OK n00bster I'll bite. Bike:
Adventure 2. Bought used or new: New 4. Current mileage: 11 thousand something 5.
Modifications done: Here are a few. Mechanical work done: This , that and the other thing.
Upgrades done: The department of redundancy department Current tires on the bike: Dunlop
DRR 9. Did you replace the main shaft bearing if applicable : '03 not applicable Pic of the bike if
available: Yep. LC 2. Creeper I am honored to have you as the second poster in this thread.
Hopefully it will get many posts and merit graduation into the threads compilation thread. Nice
bikes there fellas! Creeper is really that much difference? Bike: LC4 Enduro 2. Bought used or
new: Used with miles 4. Current mileage 5. Modifications done:Loaded risers and Scotts
underbar stabalizer mount, Titanium exhaust, Renazo Seat now has 41" seat height I'm 6'6" ,
airbox mod, Fastway pegs, Touratech counter sproket cover, Pastrana bars 6. Mechanical work
done: Carb tuning, basic maintenance 7. Upgrades done: Carbon fiber skid plate 8. Current tires
on the bike unlop second set 9. Percentage of road versus dirt use road 60 off road I really like it
and would consider the new model along with the Husky Did you replace the main shaft bearing
if applicable : Yes Pic of the bike if available:. ADV Sponsors. Bike: Enduro 2. Mechanical work
done: Servicing as per schedule more or less , chains, sprockets, brake pads, wheel bearings,
Countershaft seal x 2, resealed cam cover. Got forks serviced again. Major rebuild. Current tires
on the bike: Dunlop D front, Mitas E rear. Pic of the bike if available: Cheers Clint. My turn. Year
3. Current mileage, 5. Modifications done: Biggun full exhaust system , kehin fcr41mm carb ,jd
jetting red needle , tourtech crossbar , hardparts side cover , twinair supermoto airfilter , oil
temp gage, fastwaybardampeners , more. Mechanical work done:Valves checked per
maintenance schedule , oil and filters changed every miles , chain and sprockets at 14, miles.
Upgrades done assmores centerstand tab , awesome and free. Current tires on the bike:metzler
sahara 9. Yes , Next generation model. Did you replace the main shaft bearing if applicable :no
Pic of the bike. Bike: AdvR 2. Bought used or new: Used 4. Modifications done: Mainshaft
bearing, dual rad fans, Boejangles seat, DirtBagz racks, jetting, SXC pipe, racing airbox
sidecover, Protaper bars, headlamp switch, sidestand, accessory sockets, grips, Duke mirrors
6. Upgrades done: above 8. Current tires on the bike: Scorpions 9. Did you replace the main
shaft bearing if applicable : Yes Pic of the bike if available: not current. KenR , May 25, See 5 8.
Joined: Nov 5, Oddometer: 2, Location: "Asstracized". New KTM owner, lifelong rider here! A
very kind "bike warming gift"! Current mileage: 4, 5. Mechanical work done: Rebuilt motor, twice

7. Upgrades done: Woody's Superlaced Sun rims 1. Current tires on the bike: Dunlop front,
MT21 Pirelli rear 9. Bike:LC4 Enduro 2. Bought used or new:Bought in 01 with miles from my
KTM rep but I had put over miles on it while he had it. Modifications done: Acerbis hand guards,
Pro Taper Pastrana Bars, KTM bar risers, LED turn signals and taillight, supermoto rear fender
extension, "comfort seat", Pro Moto Billet rear rack, snorkel removed, KTM air box screen,
Loaded fuel screw, Adventure skid plate, Braking wave rear rotor, 15 tooth counter shaft
sprocket, SXC silencer, straight through crossover pipe, thinner base gasket, forged piston, and
probably more I can't remember. Mechanical work done: Replaced counter shaft bearing at
around miles-don't wait. Waiting for it to fail is expensive! Just rebuilt engine over the winter as
the lower end of the rod failed at miles 7. Upgrades done: Adventure Rider "Ride the World"
sticker 8. Did you replace the main shaft bearing if applicable :YES Joined: Aug 3, Oddometer:
4, Location: Sea-level. KTM LC4 2. Mechanical work done: Wheel bearings, cam bearings,
clutch, sprockets, speedo cable. Upgrades done: 18L tank, Rallye foot pegs, airbox. Current
tires on the bike: Michelin Desert front, Teraflex rear 9. Did you replace the main shaft bearing if
applicable : Yes, immediately Bike: RXC 2. Current mileage:??? Upgrades done: see 5 8. Did
you replace the main shaft bearing if applicable : YES ChrisC , May 25, Bought used or new:
new 4. Current mileage: 6, 5. Mechanical work done: routine maintenance, fork seals under
warranty 7. Current tires on the bike: Dunlop D 9. Bike: LC4 Adventure 2. Bought used or new:
New April '05 4. Current mileage: 39,km 5. High front guard from '03 EXC. Mechanical work
done: Routine servicing plus Cam Cover sealant leak fixed 15,km, Rocker Arm Roller bearings
replaced 20,km. Starter clutch worn out not helped by missing starter gear needle bearing on
crank!! Upgrades done: ProGrip grips, Low-with-High headlight relay, headlight bulbs "Plus 50"
xenon-halogen mix, retrofit chain guide and retaining plate, Rallye sprocket cover. Rim locks. Or
Metzeler MC4. Take your pick - I do. I am waiting on that "mod" to be done at my dealer when
they get the dang things in. JonL , May 26, Current mileage:? No dedicated speedo 5. Upgrades
done: Airbox mod 8. Did you replace the main shaft bearing: If it ain't broke don't fix it Pic of the
bike if available: Yeah Happe , May 26, Bike: '98 Lc4 Rally 2. Bought used or new: Used from
Dakar contestant 4. Current mileage: m 5. Mechanical work done: Main shaft bearing, cam shaft
bearing, valve shafts, piston rings, barrel re-chromed. Upgrades done: The Rally has all
upgrades 8. Current tires on the bike: Pirelli MT21 for road use, Desert for the desert 9. Did you
replace the main shaft bearing if applicable : yes on both, why not? Costs peanuts and let you
sleep better, same for the newer type camshaft bearings. Pic of the bike if available: More here.
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My
password: Forgot your password? Just found us? Wondering what this motorcycle adventure
travel gig is all about? You've come to the right place! We peddle dreams, the achievable kind,
creating an addiction to overland travel. It all starts here Dreaming of a motorcycle trip to
distant climes? This section will help you to plan your trip, whether it's to the next state,
country or all the way around the world! Start here! The Achievable Dream 5-part series - the
definitive guide on DVD for planning your motorcycle adventure. Get Ready! Also available for
download on Vimeo! You could just get on a plane with your credit card and passport and buy
or rent everything you need when you get there. That includes the bike, riding gear, etc. But if
you do want to take a bike and all your stuff with you, start here: Choosing and outfitting the
bike. Gear Up! Which bike is right for me? How do I prepare the bike? What do I need - riding
gear, clothing, camping gear, first aid kit, tires, maps, GPS? What don't I need? How do I pack it
all? So you've done it - got inspired, planned your trip, packed your stuff and you're on the
road! This section is about staying healthy, happy and secure on your motorcycle adventure.
And crossing borders, war zones or oceans! On the Road! Tire Changing! This section will help
you to stay connected to your friends and loved ones, and make new friends along the way!
With an HU blog, you'll get a lot more readers than in some obscure corner of the web, it's all
set to go, no setup required, and it's free! Start your blog here! People who want to meet
travellers - yes that's YOU - and can provide local assistance, and may be your new best
friends! Ladies on the Loose! For the first time ever, a motorcycle travel DVD made for women,
by women! These intrepid women share their tips to help you plan your own motorcycle
adventure. They also answer the women-only questions, and entertain you with amazing tales
from the road! Meet people who don't think you're crazy for wanting to ride your bike to South
America or across Asia! They will encourage you, share their experiences and advice on how to
do it! To get a sense of what goes on, watch the meetings trailer here! Submit your amazing
photos of your trip and win fabulous prizes! We're not a big multi-national company, just two
people who love motorcycle travel and have grown a hobby into a full time job and a labour of
love. When you decide to become a Member, it helps directly support the site. Of course, you
get our sincere thanks, good karma and knowing you're helping to keep the motorcycle travel
dream alive. T-shirts Cotton or synth sweat-wicking t-shirts with the Horizons Unlimited logo on

the front and a snappy slogan changing every year on the back. Calendars Featuring the 13
winning photos from the Horizons Unlimited annual motorcycle travel photo contest! World Map
Sticker for Panniers Show your route on your panniers. Great conversation starter when you
meet people on the road! Travel Books Motorcycle and travel books to inspire and inform you!
Achievable Dream The definitive guide to planning your motorcycle adventure! This insanely
ambitious 2-year project has produced an informative and entertaining 5-part, 18 hour DVD
series. Road Heroes - "Inspiring and hilarious! New to motorcycle travelling? New to the HU
site? Too many options? It's really very simple - just 4 easy steps! What turns you on to
motorcycle travel? Meet some of your fellow travellers! See the trailer! Advertisers - Horizons
Unlimited is well-established as the first source of reliable, unbiased information on all aspects
of motorcycle travel. We reach a dedicated, worldwide group of real travellers, and are the only
website focusing exclusively on long distance motorcycle travellers. If you sell motorcycles or
motorcycle accessories, riding gear, camping equipment and clothing, transport motorcycles,
organize motorcycle tours, or have motorcycles to rent, you should be advertising with us!
Become an HU Member and Supporter! Help keep your favorite website going and get additional
HUBB privileges! Already have an account? Become a Contributing Member here. There's a ton
of info there that can help you get more out of the HUBB, like how to get an email notification
when someone has answered YOUR question, or how to follow a thread of interest. It's also
helpful to all to put your location in your profile , so when you ask a question that's
geographically dependent, people know where you are and can give a MUCH better answer.
Have YOU ever wondered who has ridden around the world? We did too - and now here's the
list of Circumnavigators! Check it out now , and add your information if we didn't find you. ALL
Dates subject to change. Add yourself to the Updates List for each event! Questions about an
event? Ask here. Led by special operations veterans, Stanford Medicine affiliated physicians,
paramedics and other travel experts, Ripcord is perfect for adventure seekers, climbers, skiers,
sports enthusiasts, hunters, international travelers , humanitarian efforts, expeditions and more.
Ripcord travel protection is now available for ALL nationalities, and travel is covered on
motorcycles of all sizes! The web site, The travels, The insight, The inspiration, Everything, just
thanks. We found the HU site invaluable as an aid to planning and have based a lot of our
purchases bikes, riding gear, etc. Get them NOW from the authors' website and Amazon.
Horizons Unlimited is not a big multi-national company, just two people who love motorcycle
travel and have grown what started as a hobby in into a full time job usually hours per day and 7
days a week and a labour of love. To keep it going and a roof over our heads, we run events all
over the world with the help of volunteers; we sell inspirational and informative DVDs ; we have
a few selected advertisers ; and we make a small amount from memberships. What you get for
your membership contribution is our sincere gratitude, good karma and knowing that you're
helping to keep the motorcycle travel dream alive. Why a Bike? Build your own panniers
Equipment Which Bike? Shipping parts. Travel Advisories News that may affect your plans.
Security tips and questions. Staying Healthy on the Road Medical info, e. Trip Transport Shipping the bike and yourself. Recommended sleeping and eating. Recommended repair
shops in all the best places. Travel Hints and Tips. Blog on HU! Communications Improve your
communications with your companion, or with friends and family. Travellers seeking Travellers
Meet up with other travellers on the road, or find someone to travel with to the ends of the earth!
Always open for casual conversation! Women's Topics Open to all! Questions that don't fit
anywhere else Make a Difference Tips on fundraising or donating time and energy to a cause.
After the big trip - Was the trip the best - or worst - thing you ever did? Helpful People
Motorcycle Clubs, Events. Why come? Locations Discussions Tell your story! Tell your story!
Host a meeting! Photo Contest! DVD Free Newsletter! Support Horizons Unlimited. Already have
an HU account? Become a Contributing or Gold Member here! New to HU? Tips: New to the
Forum? Or maybe haven't checked out the FAQ? Suggestion: lets try to put our heads together
to come up with a list of problamatic parts on the Adventure. If everyone with this bike would
list everything that broke on their bikes, I could try to compile this list. I don't want you to
include common wear items such as clutch, brake pads, etc Share Share this post on Digg Del.
Within 4, miles: Oil sight glass leaking - warranty 3 spokes broke on front wheel - new front
wheel on warranty Electrics wiped out speedo, indicators, brake light, horn Within 6, miles:
Clutch slave cylinder replaced - warranty One fork seal blown. Got a '03 new from Feb '04 , no
worries so far km but then again got fork gaiters! Thats it, not very exciting I think my bike was
build on Friday afternoon. Here is why: 1, miles: leaking fork seals 2, miles: oil leak, bad valve
cover gasket 6, miles: the top ring on the piston broke, shattered and killed the engine. The
head might be saved refinished but the rest of the engine needs to be replaced, I am still waiting
for an answer from KTM-USA, what are they gonna do about that??? Believe or not, I still love
my KTM. Nearly forgot - 02 , broken front spoke at about 9,km. Why do they use crap chrome

plated spokes when the rest of the build quiality seems good??? Changed both seals and fitted
neoprene sleavs on the fork. Compared to my previus XT, and the Africa Twin this is the perfect
bike for me. Just some thoughts. If you have a , I would upgrade the front spokes, or at a
minimum carry spares, and loosely zip tie the spokes, so a broken spoke will not cause a get
off. Checking spoke tension, and not going to tight really seems to help as well. Always add
grease inside the lip of the wheel bearing seals anytime the axle is removed, a small tin comes
in handy for holding grease in the tool kit. IMHO, it is best to use the kickstarter as much as
possible, at least avoid multiple starting cycles by holding the button until you have a good
start, as the electric starter geartrain is somewhat prone to failure. With a properly jetted carb,
and consistant technique, kickstarting is fairly easy. Very good idea! By model year: MY buyed
new Badwolf aka Pietro. Here is another one on my Adv: km - Generator loses a magnet causing
all kinds of lovely modern art carving in the casing not to mention that my batery discharged
and my headlights and computer wouldn't work at anything less than RPM because it was
making less than 12v under that. Fixed by a Russian with a file. Thanks for all the imput and
please keep it coming. I'll try to come up with a list this winter. I've since met four other owners
all of whom have had the same problem at , km. Good idea, although I would not want this to
look like a whinge list. And the caveat to some extent depends on the person looking after the
bike! I should add that I unsuccessfully attempted twice to fix myself. Then gave up. Still intact
well lubed. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are
On. Forum Rules. Help support your favorite website! Ask here See all event details. What
others say about HU Three great travel books by Graham Field! New to Horizons Unlimited?
Membership - help keep us going! The time now is All Rights Reserved. Facebook Twitter
Instagram. Add Thread to del. KTM Adv problems list. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums
Read. Page 1 of 9. Thread Tools. KTM Adv problems list Suggestion: lets try to put our heads
together to come up with a list of problamatic parts on the Adventure. Within 4, miles: Oil sight
glass leaking - warranty 3 spokes broke on front wheel - new front wheel on warranty Electrics
wiped out speedo, indicators, brake light, horn Within 6, miles: Clutch slave cylinder replaced warranty One fork seal blown Share Share this post on Digg Del. Join Date: Nov Location: the
netherlands Posts: This thread. Posting Rules. LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks. Digg this
Thread! Tweet this thread. Share on Facebook. SOHC, 4 valves, engine balancer Capacity All
three used the same single-cylinder four-stroke cc engine, but the latest versions use the
uprated cc engine, confusingly called the range. The Enduro follows a similar route to the firm's
EXC range, with wire-spoked wheels wearing off-road tyres and a small Brembo front brake
disc. The strong power delivery of the single-cylinder engine and the high-quality suspension
and brakes is a devastating package in the hands of an experienced rider. A small fuel tank and
constant vibration from the single-cylinder engine means the LC4 is rather impractical on the
road. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. F our stroke, single Cylinder. SOHC, 4 valves,
engine balancer. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Co oling System. Liquid cooled. Mikuni
BST 40 carburetor. Spark Plug. Max Power. Max Torque. Multi-disc in oil bath. Primary Drive
Ratio. Gear Ratios. Final Drive Ratio. Final Drive. Fr ame. Central chrome-moly steel frame.
Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes.
Single mm disc, 4 piston caliper. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Steering Head Angle.
Ground Clearance. Seat Height. Wet Weight. Engine Oil Capacity. Fuel Capacity. Consumption
Average. Top Speed. Make KTM. Let the adventure spirit begin, I am second owner of this nice
machine, has 10, miles, very good condition, original papers and manual in hand, powerful,
cruise in highway 90 miles per hour, take trails, wheels are in perfect balance, go off road and
go home highway speed, no problems New oil changes, maintenance in check, plated with
insurance, title in hand, my name my address New tires: Dunlop in rear Ready to go! I am
picking up job overseas and unfortunately can not keep it Cee Bailey Windsheild, Rezanco seat.
Model Adventure Selling my LC4 Adventure, Clean and clear title in my name. I've had this a
little over a year and it looks a lot better now than when I got it. Fresh KTM factory decals.
Kouba lowering link have original link to return to stock height 12V charging ports Heated Grips
Kick starter as well as electric start Good tires, everything works. New Cycra high end brush
gaurds Parts book and owner manual comes with it KTM factory motorcycle cover The bad:
Drips oil, not sure where. I've replaced a few seals and gaskets but haven't found it yet. Tank
had a crack but has been professionally repaired. This is a monster off road but the standard
thumper vibration is there, this is the main complaint of these if you look online. Starter bearing
is going out but I have it. Ridiculous offers will be ignored, No tire kickers, lowballers.
Absolutely NO test rides without full cash in hand and Motorcycle Endorsement and proof of
insurance. Model LC4 Didn't want to mislead anyone. Basically the same thing but that model
was not listed while categorizing the bike For sale LC4. Street tires, gear ratio for highway.
Never used as a dirt bike. Installed heated grips. Hippo hands mitts and XL Shoei helmet and

owners manual included. Oil has always been changed ever 3k miles. Despite the high miles, it
does not use any oil and run perfectly. Cash buyer only. Awaiting duplicate title from BMV.
South of Indianapolis 25 miles. I can text whomever photos. I've tried to upload pics and
nothing happening. Model Adventure. Excellent bike, kept in top condition with all the extras
including dual radiator fans with electronic control, billet pegs, steering damper, FMF pipe and
silencer, LED lights and blinkers, upgraded front fork with larger brake disc, Renthal bars, and
more. I have everything for the next service including oil and filters. Model Duke 2 Black on
black Duke II approx 11, miles on the clock. New tires, new battery. I love this bike, I sold
motorcycles for 6 years and of everything I rode, sold, test drove this was the most fun Bike
was dyno'ed and put out a nice flat torque curve and topped out at 55 HP. Always parked
indoors. Runs good. Local pickup only. Contact me too see the bike. Make Victory. Make Indian.
Built to go your own way, this hard-bagger rides a lane apart. A rolling testament to American
ingenuity. The first faired, hard bagger Indian motorcycle is a stunning bike. Cruise around
town. Roar down the freeway with the music blasting. Take a long trip across state lines. Then
put down the side stand, take a step back and look at one of the most striking motorcycles ever
made. Outstanding condition and low miles for this Akrapovic exhaust equipped bargain, 5,
original miles. The latest Duke, the , was launched in It has an uprated cc version of the old
four-valve engine, with more torque. WP upside-down forks and WP monoshock provide
excellent handling. A massive mm The outrageous nosecone is also still there, with a twin
headlight design, and sweeping fuel tank. On the road, the Duke excels in tight, twisty city
streets or mountain passes, where its quick steering, long travel suspension and amazing
brakes all work superbly. B, San Diego, CA , ,. Model Enduro. Recently serviced with new Pirelli
MT 21 tires. Power Parts skid plate and luggage rack with Touratech expandable bag. Operators
manual along with service and parts manual included. I bought this last Fall to give me
something to do over the long winter we had here in PA. The bike has miles, though that may
increase some. Over the winter I rebuilt the water pump, replaced coolant hoses that needed
replaced. Cleaned up the wiring a bit. Checked the valve clearance and made sure it is spot on. I
checked over cam bearing and rocker bearings, all good. I resealed the rocker cover the was
leaking at time of purchase. Replaced leaking exhaust seals. Completed full oil change,
including changing both filters and engine oil as well as frame oil. I also replaced a few other
bits and pieces that needed replacing. I also have another air filter, but the one in the bike
appears good condition, so the new filter comes with the bike. Also included is several extra
plastic parts, stock tail rack, stock hand guards, set of brake pads and counter sprocket,
second tail plastic, and a complete set of manuals. The bike has installed Oxford heated grips,
wired on a relay incase you forget
toilet seat parts diagram
2002 chevy cavalier starter wiring diagram
1995 jeep grand cherokee fuse box diagram
to turn them off, Acerbis hand guards with 2 sets of plastic shields, and a Pro Moto Billet rack.
The bike runs great! Starts with ease and is fun to ride. This bike has electric start as well as
kick start. Bike is located PA, south central area. Feel free to contact me with any other
questions or photo requests. Color: Original Black. Garaged with only miles, yes only miles! I
purchased this bike over 10 years ago with already very low miles and was only able to ride it
just over miles since I own other bikes. In Thousand Oaks Ca. Serious buyers please contact me
for more info or more photos. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Fairbury, IL. Gloucester, VA. Olmos
Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Rock Springs, WY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created.
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